
RESPONSIBILITY SHEET 
 

To whom it corresponds,  

 
By means of the present I state that I, D/Mrs. _________________________ with DNI         

I DECLARE to be a father / mother / legal guardian of the following people under 16 years of age: 

 
1.                                              with this ID ______________________and age______________ 
 

2.                                              with this ID ______________________and age______________ 
 

3.                                              with this ID ______________________and age______________ 
 

4.                                              with this ID ______________________and age______________ 
 

5.                                              with this ID ______________________and age______________ 
 
 

I confirm that I accompany the minor(s). 

 
I authorize as a companion D / Ms.,  with DNI 

 , to be responsible for the fact that the aforementioned minors access the day  

                                                 , in the CCIB Forum Auditorium where the show/concert 

of               .  

 
This responsibility obliges to: 

 
1) Accompany minors, from the moment of access to the facilities until their exit. In addition, I will 

stay with them indoors for the entire duration of the event and I will try to ensure that everyone 

always carries their personal identification with them. 

 

2) Avoid any type of illegal conduct carried out by the people in my charge (consumption of alcohol 

or narcotics, violent attitudes, various altercations), which will always respect the rights of the rest 

of the attendees. To ensure their well-being and physical integrity, taking care of them if a problem 

of various kinds occurs. 

3) Take care of any damage that the people in my charge may undertake during the realization of the 

event, both personal and material, always ensuring the proper use of the facilities and their 

equipment. 

4) Respect the instructions of the professionals who work in the event regarding any issue 

related to the celebration of the concert / show. 

5) Know that failure to comply with any of the above points may result in the expulsion from 

the venue, both person signing this authorization and of the people in charge. 

 
DATE AND SIGNATURE: 
 


